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Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Hello, my name is Shane Poole, firstly thank you for taking time to consider Poole Of Memories for your 

nursery photography shoot. 

 

Poole Of Memories was launched in 2006 and prides itself on providing a friendly, informal and relaxed 

experience for everyone! The family run photography business is based in Wakefield. 

 

Having a photo shoot at your nursery will boost your fundraising project as you will receive 40% 

introductory commission from all photo sales from the day. 

 

Here’s what will happen : 

 

 I will send a newsletter to go out alongside yours (If required) stating dates and times of the shoot 

etc... 

 

 The children that are in nursery that day will automatically have their photograph taken throughout 

their session (unless instructed otherwise). 

 

 I will require one member of staff to organise the children and help settle them if needed (A 

familiar face relaxes the children and gets better results!) 

 

 I will be at the nursery as long as required so it is always popular to have a block of time allocated, 

where people can book a ten minute slot to bring school aged siblings if they wish or for children 

who don’t attend nursery that day. The best time is usually around 3pm to ensure all the children 

in nursery have had their photographs taken. 

 

 After the photo shoot proof cards and order forms will be sent to the nursery approximately 1 

week later. 

 

 I will then collect orders approximately 1-2 weeks after that and your photographs and 

commission will be delivered with the completed orders. 

 

I hope you have enough information, if you require further assistance or would like to ask more questions 

please do not hesitate to call me. Please note that photo shoots can be booked up to 12 months in advance to 

ensure you get the date that you require. 

 

 

Thank you for your time. 

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

 

Shane Poole 



 



 



 

 


